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“Technology transfer and business innovation” is a key topic for Europe’s competitiveness and 

growth. The contribution of firms to innovation is crucial, and a dynamic and innovative business 

sector is a key source and channel of technological and non-technological innovation. Smaller 

firms frequently exploit technological or commercial opportunities which are based on research 

breakthroughs achieved by academic organizations and bring them to market, contributing to 

create growth and employment.  As such, technology transfer (in particular towards businesses 

with less or no internal research capabilities such as small and medium-sized enterprises, SMEs) 

and business innovation are naturally at the top of European, national and regional innovation 

policy priorities and are a main topic for transnational cooperation, receiving strong attention 

from the CENTRAL EUROPE Programme, and being addressed by several of its projects.  

This study is dedicated to the analysis of the 31 projects that deal with this topic, out of the 124 

projects approved by the programme in the current 2007 – 2013 period. It concludes that CENTRAL 

EUROPE projects in the theme of “Technology transfer and business innovation” directly address 

the most relevant and pressing issues related to the topic, either by fostering cooperation 

between regional actors for policy learning and sharing or by promoting actions directly aimed to 

increase innovation in regional businesses, offering solutions to the barriers to innovation faced by 

companies. Building on the  analysis made, it recommends that further impact can be achieved in 

future programmes by providing more developed guidelines for the structure of the projects and 

clearly setting targets in terms of policy sharing on one side, and support to business innovation on 

the other. The highlights of these conclusions and recommendations are presented next. 

CENTRAL EUROPE projects create the framework for a fruitful policy learning process in the 

innovation field… 

The theme for this study is “Technology transfer and business innovation”, which is broken down 

in two further sub-theme: i) “Cooperating to build better connections between regional actors” 

(ST1), i.e. policy learning and sharing amongst policy makers and implementation actors and ii) 

“Cooperating to increase innovation in regional businesses” (ST2), i.e. projects that directly 

support small and medium enterprises to unlock their innovation potential while promoting the 

use of research results to create business opportunities. 

The first sub-theme, policy learning, has been a traditional cornerstone of European Territorial 

Cooperation projects and of the CENTRAL EUROPE Programme in particular. Learning from others 

and learning from our own success and failures is undisputedly a key element in policy making, 

and especially so in such a (relatively) new area as framework conditions for innovation and 

business cooperation, where there are still very few certain recipes for success. Implementing 

effective cooperation and learning processes between regional actors for improving innovation and 

business support framework poses specific challenges such as: 

At the level of improving local practices:  

– benchmarking of existing policies and programmes, including definition of indicators and 

success / impact criteria for strengthening region own practices;  

- implementation of formal evaluation / review mechanisms such as peer review or other 

external review schemes, as a way to move towards the adoption of an “evaluation culture”; 

At the level of adopting external practices: 

- watch mechanisms to identify successful approaches at a global scale and means to 

disseminate to other parties in order to implement (and adapt, when required) external good 

practices; a full policy learning cycle must also include screening and validation of external 

measures, that can be adapted to local contexts through mainstreaming; 
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- access to support and assistance for implementation of external good practices, such as 

twinning mechanisms (one-to-one) or partnering fora / platforms (one-to-many); an important 

and final step of a learning process consists of the implementation of new programmes and 

measures as a result from the learning. 

The study shows that policy learning and sharing is still the most important objective of 

cooperation between regional actors under the programme, as shown by the fact that this sub-

theme has been directly addressed by 17 out of the 31 projects analyzed. Within these 17 

projects, all the aspects of a policy learning cycle listed above have been covered, with a majority 

of the projects focusing on identification of good practices at local / regional level (either by 

benchmarking of practices within a certain topic or evaluation of a previously selected subset of 

measures) and on sharing and development of tools and mechanisms for implementation of such 

measures (in whole or in part) in other regions. While in most ST1 projects there is no systematic 

process of identification and review of good practices through a complete local learning cycle, this 

was already to be expected due to the relatively small budget of the typical CENTRAL EUROPE 

project which is not favourable to in-depth analysis, and also due to the bottom-up and open 

character of the programme, which invites projects to focus on the study or transfer of a 

particular practice. For some projects, part of the learning cycle may have been completed prior 

to the project, or during the preparation phase, when applicants screen through a number of 

practices in order to select only a few for future implementation. However, the lack of a more 

structured approach to the identification, transfer and implementation in other regions of 

something so uncertain as innovation practices may raise issues on the true adequacy of  practices 

for other regions, as well as on the sustainability of such processes beyond the end of the 

respective projects.  

… and address the relevant barriers to innovation faced by regional businesses: 

The second sub-theme analyzed in this study deals with direct support to businesses and especially 

SMEs to unlock their innovation potential while promoting the use of research results to create 

business opportunities. This is a complex area, where before proposing solutions it is important to 

understand the problems. Policy actors can only intervene in order to support SMEs to innovate by 

creating mechanisms to help overcoming barriers to innovation, if they manage to interpret 

correctly what these barriers are. In the Thematic Background section of this report we will 

present the results of an extensive literature review that concludes with an identification of the 

most relevant barriers to innovation faced by SMEs in Europe: 

– Shortage of own financial resources and the problem of accessing finance for innovation -  a 

seemingly perennial problem but one certainly exacerbated following the recent global 

financial crisis and current economic slowdown; 

– Shortage of innovation management skills – innovation processes from the generation of ideas 

to the generation of profits on the markets with new products / services require management;  

– Insufficient marketing of innovation and of innovative products and services, namely by 

promoting internationalization and exploiting public procurement opportunities;  

– Lack of research capabilities in most firms and in particular SMEs – collaborative research, 

technology transfer and innovation activities between companies and between public and 

private organisations; 

– Weaknesses in networking and co-operation with external partners - successful innovation is 

very dependent on good linkages between different actors in the value-chain and as “open 

innovation” becomes more embedded in SME business strategies this can only increase. 

In spite of its complexity, the objective of providing direct support to businesses and SME has still 

been addressed by 8 out of the 31 projects under analysis, and by another 6 “blended” projects 

that combine policy learning and support to regional businesses under a single project 
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implementation cycle. The results of the present study show that even with a relatively small 

basis of projects (14, including “blended” projects) the approved CENTRAL EUROPE projects within 

sub-theme 2 offer a complete coverage of the main barriers to business innovation. Of the main 

five barriers identified, each is covered at least by two projects either dedicated to that topic or 

addressing jointly with other topics. 

The most covered theme is “Shortage of innovation management skills”, which individually or 

jointly with other topics is addressed by 8 of the 14 projects within this sub-theme. This shows a 

natural trend from projects to focus on activities such as trainings and workshops, specifically 

targeted to address shortage of skills and relatively easy to implement at transnational level, 

rather than more complex and tailored activities – and that may also require stronger investment - 

such as funding schemes (e.g. Venture capital funds or programmes), mechanisms to foster 

transnational networking (e.g. vouchers), internationalization of innovation (e.g. matchmaking 

events) or lack of research capabilities (e.g. set-up of common research infrastructures). This 

indicates that CENTRAL EUROPE projects addressing business innovation are still at an early phase 

of experimentation of new, joint activities, with a natural focus on less complex activities and few 

examples of more evolved forms of collaboration. In particular there are few examples of use of 

the pilot investment possibility of CENTRAL EUROPE projects in order to set up infrastructure and 

services (albeit several projects tap on national / regional funds instead as an investment source) 

and also of the use of IT tools and networks to enlarge the basis of companies served. However, 

the examples in this field (some of which included in the Case Studies) show that the structure of 

the CENTRAL EUROPE Programme, if duly exploited, shows a very good potential for the 

experimentation of new, complex and even investment-demanding, forms of supporting innovation 

in regional businesses, supporting regions in their smart specialization strategies by exploiting new 

growth opportunities by shifting towards more innovation-intensive activities and for better 

positioning of regional businesses and clusters in international value chains. 

In conclusion:  

The results of this study confirm that the CENTRAL EUROPE Programme clearly presents added 

value and fills an existing gap within the EU policy context, by offering innovation policy makers 

and intermediates a unique “open framework” for development, sharing and experimentation of 

new innovation approaches towards technology transfer and business innovation, which cannot be 

found in any other programme. The two sub-themes defined within the programme for the 

“Technology transfer and business innovation” theme are highly complementary in terms of 

transnational cooperation, with a policy learning cycle being complemented by an implementation 

cycle with concrete measures for businesses support (this is confirmed by the relatively high 

number of “blended” projects that combine both approaches under one single project 

implementation cycle). It is however considered that current projects did not fully exploit the 

offered possibilities, especially in terms of innovative character of the addressed measures and 

experimentation. And that while it is important for the programme to maintain a bottom-up 

approach as until now, leaving to the projects the initiative as regards the scope and content of 

the projects, it is possible to further incentivise projects to better explore the possibilities of the 

programme by introducing some structural changes. This could be achieved by a further 

formalization of the sub-themes as intervention areas within the programmes, with two separate 

but interlocking capacity building themes, one focused on horizontal strategic capacity building (in 

line with ST1 in this study) and another focused on joint action and experimentation of measures 

towards regional businesses (in line with ST2). A “blended” approach, combining both intervention 

areas under one single project implementation cycle, should always be possible, especially for 

targeted policy areas. The advantage of such architecture would be that it would permit to 

continue the present broad networking activities of the programme with a greater focus on policy 

learning, while allowing for more focused, practical and result-oriented cooperation paving the 

way for joint implementation. 


